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The seek out Mr..Accept occasional defeat and move on.You certainly are a creature unlike any other (Rule
#1)-that's why you need.) a guy who treats you with the respect and dignity you deserve. Right begins here..
These commonsense guidelines will help you:Lead a complete, satisfying, busy life outside of romance.
Refreshingly blunt, astonishingly effective, and sometimes hilarious, All of the Rules will cause you to
where you wish to be: in a wholesome, committed relationship. THE GUIDELINES. This simple set of
dating dos and don'ts-combining The Rules and THE GUIDELINES II-will teach you where to find (and
maintain!Draw out the best in you and in the males you date.Whether you're eighteen or eighty, these time-
tested techniques can help you find the person of your dreams.
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In the event that you slip up and stop with them ~ you will quickly see the difference in your partner~ so
ladies ~ get this book ~ memorize this I would give The Rules triple the amount of stars that are offered and
then even more celebrities! the purpose is not to waste a few months or YEARS on the wrong man! If you
are using them ~ they work!But I've a complete successful adoring catch and today I practice being living
and easy to be with.! She eventually ends up focusing on him, confessing her emotions to him, and scaring
him off! This reserve lets you know what to do if you are in the market for a husband or perhaps a nice
boyfriend. Get it for your child, niece, etc. It is how to ensure that you are respected and valued each day ~
as you need to be!Years back I had this book ~ followed the Rules and enjoyed the benefits ~ then I lapsed
... listening to one right now.3... The Rules gives the female a breather, and in addition gives the guy the
space to realize his feelings for the girl.. Rules are as simple as requiring a man to always park and come to
your door for a date.I am not really a great writer-so forgive my horribly written review. Signifying, i didn't
deal with him like he was my bf when he wasnt. I’ve listened to Ellen and Sherrie for a long time, I have all
their seminar CDs. Actually, this book should actually be read by guys (young and previous) to instruct men
how exactly to treat females with respect and love... I am in love with the guidelines and was CHASED and
after all CHASED by my today fiance... It’s not really about mind control and reeling in a guy, it’s about
women who generally obsess over associations and the minutiae of why he stated what he did when he said
it what did he really mean blah blah.and today I have bought the book again and am needing to start at step
one with my hubby! How I desire I had followed them!!!! THEREFORE I highly recommend THE
RULES!!!! Signed sealed shipped on The Rules! Browse this and literally threw it away 10 years ago. Great
gift! Finished up dating a married man (on incident! No honking and having you come out to his car. Then I
met "THE MAIN ONE". Broke all the rules again and 9 months later on he needed space. It's evolutionary
psychology. I immediately reordered it and skipped to the how exactly to win back your Ex chapter. I ended
the last romantic relationship I was in but I experienced my ex-boyfriend discussing proposing, relationship,
and living jointly after only 5 months of dating. Our relationship became a story book complete with
fantastic dates, thoughtful gifts, promises about the near future, paid weekend getaways and 6 months later
an enormous ring :)7 years later on he occasionally still remembers how unhappy he was without me and
how he hardly ever wants that feeling once again. These suggestions is what many parents taught daughters
in the times when everyone got married.If you are considering doing this on an ex overall I'd say Buyer
Beware- males don't change that very much. Better to do it on a fresh man. If you slip up and stop with them
~ you will quickly start to see the difference in your partner~ so ladies ~ understand this reserve ~ memorize
this reserve~ and revel in the benefits of being a Rules Woman! Happy family members thanks to The
Rules!Wish I possibly could have practiced them previous- it makes dating So Fun! Provides information to
young readers that might help them value their own self-worth. Told myself I'm just going to become myself
and who wants me likes me. Bought this for a friend at work, she's followed the recommendations. No more
whining about her dirt bag boyfriend.! Great for young females AND young men. The Rules says, "you are
beautiful and amazing and you don't have to settle for anyone. After scanning this, I guarantee (for a long
time to come and whether you like the book or not) you will keep in mind things from the book if/when a
scenario arises that shows if your guy cares about you or not really. I recommend parents of teenage
daughters buy this reserve, read it initial, and then provide it to your young ladies. It will instruct your
daughters how to RESPECT THEMSELVES rather than spend your time on bottom-feeder boys.. Or if a
guy breaks up with you, you take a breath, put on lipstick, and venture out . men game, however the take-
away should be how you intend to end up being treated vs. NEXT! Some females will live their whole lives
enabling themselves to end up being treated like doormats. Some men will live their entire lives treating
females like doormats. Nobody wants their children to be either of those. I wear my center on my sleeve,
and though this behavior can be rewarded in movies, it is not in true to life! I was constantly a pretty,
pleasant, wonderful girl-but because I was so nice I'd date guys wayyyyy longer than I had a need to, and



who obviously were not for me. I am needy-I admit it. Do it, provide it ONE month Right now as I write this
review, I am snuggled up during intercourse and planning my Wedding ceremony. I not merely turned off
some great guys, but I probably prevented a few of the guys from learning me-because they may possess
gotten freaked out by my gestures (cards, cooking dinner, being too romantic too early)Anyways, all i
question is you check it out.. I was myself in the rules. However, there are differences in the manner most
women versus most males are wired. The rules explains you should time and be available to meeting guys
until your man asks you to be exclusive. The one thing i did so was i didn't invest first.. (Many girls do this,
after 3 dates with a man they go into fantasy world thinking that they are "dating" a guy and they also ignore
dates). I did not really pretend to be somebody I wasn't. It kills me when my beautiful best friend will go on
a few dates and consider herself to end up being "dating" a guy that has not stated that explicitly. Feminism
is excellent. It totally changed my dating experience. How to respect AND be respected. Do you, take it
easy, don't invest until he wants to" and that is that. Most men usually do not perform this. I have bought the
publication for three close friends who are all "against" the rules and they are all still single and keep
making the same errors (professing their love to men who don't value them, not being open to meeting
others, getting in unhappy relationships and not escaping .).. I'm transparent, honest, and hate doing offers,
but after placing myself out there and being back the dating "game," I've realized unfortunately, that it really
is a game and that guys want the ladies whom they have to pursue. I was proposed to after 6 months! < He is
my dream guy, funny, sweet, sensible, and romantic.If i hadn't done the rules-i will be with my previous
boyfriend and complaining how he was by no means romantic or under no circumstances gave me flowers
and didn't appear to care about me. The Rules empowers women to not settle, to realize what they deserve
also to Become it.Last anecdote. I also allow him call me.!.The guidelines says, if a guy doesn't like
you.Shallow-minded visitors may view this book as some kind of women vs. how you are treated. I love that
mentality. Says some parts are out of date like vm vs txt ESSENTIAL Read for Females Who Are Internet
dating! It might be a very old book with suggestions that appear odd to the modern generation However they
do work! It's amazing. She walks taller and has even more confidence now.! Good information for young
ladies. And the grade of men you time sky rockets. This book isn't just a 'to get a husband' book ~ it really is
ever so much more! And how I was such as a carrot he could hardly ever quite capture unless he married
me. They are either drawn to you or they aren’t. I also got occupied and was invested in my doctorate
program. i did not really lie. I was devastated and remembered this reserve- uh oh they were right I give up!!
Men worth what they need to work for..) no wonder he could just see me last minute. Does he wish to see
you or not? If he can't even go through the trouble of finding a car parking space and coming to the door,
he's not that into you. the very best book in dating history the very best book in dating history It’s
goooooood It’s good, but the end just show that you need love yourself before anyone else This book is
seriously misunderstood First THE GUIDELINES won’t “work” about someone that doesn’t like you or
isn’t drawn to you.. I still will not understand why there is indeed much controversy. Marriage is optional
today, however most people still desire to marry. They know right away. Females don’t want a guy that
isn’t crazy about her and we all know that females generally won’t become with someone they don wish to
be with if they're emotionally healthy..... These function because they address human nature. Yessss I should
try to follow them but when I did they worked Things I wish I knew before Bought this for my daughter and
she may’t put it straight down! Now she is looking bk to what she’s done incorrect on previous dates. It
isn't the finish of the world if a guy doesnt like you, not every guy can like every girl! I am in charge now
and no much longer obtaining emotionally invested too early. Wow!Anyways, the reason is that the Rules
just reminds the woman to have a breather. After being married for 2 decades and being hurt twice after 2
post-divorce relationships, We read this book. I also have my self-esteem/self-respect completely back and
have learned how to weed out the losers, the users, and the players. When he texted me seven days later I
restarted our relationship on a Rules basis and it was like I gave him his guy card back. This reserve really



works!! All i ask can be that you try out this for ONE Month, In the 4 months that I did the Rules I had guys
begginnnnng me to be on a time with them. The online section is definitely invaluable. You will save
HOURS of your time by only dealing with the select pool of men who've sought you out. Best of luck girls!
I am with a guy who treats me like a QUEEN and i deal with him just like a KING because he is my king..
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